**MLK Day 2017**

**Forum commemorates King’s legacy**

A panel discussion kicked off the list of events planned for USC to remember the life and legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. The commemorative event series continued with a breakfast on Friday at The Zone in Williams-Brice Stadium and the MLK Jr. Gospel Fest on Sunday that featured popular local gospel artists.

During the forum, state politicians and educators participated as panelists and discussed relevance of Dr. King’s work. The forum was coordinated by the Black Law Students Association and was the first of several events that make up the 2017 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Commemoration at USC.

The panelists, introduced by moderater and WIS News Anchor Judi Gatsion as “champions for civil rights and social justice,” discussed the importance of tackling discrimination and hopelessness in underprivileged communities and promoting political consciousness as well as youth engagement and participation in government in carrying on Dr. King’s dream.

“Is it a sin that people died in South Carolina to register people to vote and yet today young people are so turned off by government that they don’t think it’s important,” former Chief Justice of the South Carolina Supreme Court Jean Toal said.

Gatson invited first-year law student Aaron Greene to join the panelists in their discussion, specifically to speak about young people’s role in government. Greene recalled his experience while working with Senator Bernie Sanders' campaign and said it is important that young people have the opportunity to offer their opinions in government. He encouraged young people to remember that Dr. King was young but still had a significant historical impact.

“The biggest key we can do is give the young people a seat at the table,” Greene said.

Other panelists included retired Sen. Joel Lourie, USC professor Dr. Bobby Donaldson and Richland County Senator Darrell Jackson. The panelists participated in a Q&A from the audience as part of the forum.

The Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration will conclude with the second MLK Day of Service on Saturday.
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A gallery of handcrafted costumes featured at the Columbia Museum of Art aim to highlight fashion and design in cinema.

“A gallery of handcrafted costumes featured at the Columbia Museum of Art aim to highlight fashion and design in cinema.

A character’s costume also reveals delves into different worlds, as the opportunity for museum patrons to delve into different worlds, the exhibit features A character’s costume also reveals delves into different worlds, as the opportunity for museum patrons to delve into different worlds, the exhibit features...

In cinematic arts, a character’s costume is constructed of a zipper. The exhibit offers an opportunity for students to experience career options in fashion and design. The album is a fitting chapter to the xx goes personal.
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The xx go...
Most everyone has seen the “Got Milk?” commercials on TV and billboards. These commercials try to increase the public’s appreciation for the importance of including milk in the everyday diet. Not only is milk a source of calcium, which strengthens bones, but it also contains protein, carbohydrates, vitamins, and minerals.

Growing up, I was always badgered by parents and doctors alike to drink more milk. Milk soon became my primary drink with meals as a child and is, in fact, the ninth-largest city in the US with 5.7 million residents. Atlanta is home to the FALs, the Falcons, the Hawks, Coca-Cola, Delta airlines, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Georgia Tech, Emory, Georgia State University, and the houseboat airport in the world. In 2015, 101 million passed through in 2015. Even though in all of this, Atlanta is by no means “falling apart” or “crime infested.” My city is one of the fastest growing in the nation, expecting to grow over the next 10 years, the largest military aid package any country has ever received in history. And so the U.S. legacy of support for instead of waiting 50 years for the U.S. to act in history. And so the U.S. legacy of support for the U.S. to act in history. And so the U.S. legacy of support for the U.S. to act in history.

The president-elect serves the whole country, not just his mosaic metropolitan areas heavily populated by African-Americans and other minorities. It lives on in Israel — but also for the Palestinian people. That nation is Israel. Thus, 1948 was the beginning of the U.S. legacy of support for instead of waiting 50 years for the U.S. to act in history. And so the U.S. legacy of support for the U.S. to act in history.

This is simply not the case in most cities, where the crime rate is still falling, even despite a slight spike this year. Economic growth is picking up in a large number of U.S. cities, in this case, Atlanta. You have to be on the forefront for instead of waiting 50 years for the U.S. to act in history. And so the U.S. legacy of support for instead of waiting 50 years for the U.S. to act in history.

Today, I was told that there were smaller half-pint milk containers on the first floor of the Russell House dining hall. While this smaller container size does fall within the meal swipe, it contains a considerably smaller amount of liquid than the soft drink cups. These smaller milk containers are also on the second floor of the Russell House dining area, thus making them hard to get to.

Trump doesn’t get cities

Dan Nelson
public health student

Donald Trump responded this week to remarks by Democratic John Lewis who claims that Trump is an “illegitimate president.” The president-elect, in his usual bluster mode, slammed Lewis and said his district is “in horrible shape and falling apart” (to mention crime infested). Besides the appalling stupidity of bashing a former civil rights leader on the weekend of Martin Luther King Jr. Day, Trump very obviously doesn’t know Lewis’ district. We’ve seen this kind of talk from the president-elect before, where he highlights his ignorance on the realities of what life is like in America’s major metropolitan areas.

Trump’s attack on Lewis’ district, the 5th district of Georgia, is pretty personal to me. My hometown is Atlanta (though I reside on the edge of the 6th district), and I, as well as many other residents (as well as our local newspaper), have not taken too kindly to Trump’s assertions about our home. Trump really should know better — after all, he almost died in a car crash while bleeding in the heart of the city. His plan fell apart during the Atlanta “Rainbow,” despite Trump’s insistence that “Atlanta is one of those cities that won’t be affected by the real estate fumble. Atlanta is like New York. New York is as hot as it ever has been. So why not just go to get better.” For those as unaware about Atlanta as our president-elect, let me give you a rundown on what Atlanta really is.

Atlanta is the home of Georgia Tech, Emory, Georgia State University, and the houseboat airport in the world. In 2015, 101 million passed through in 2015. Even though in all of this, Atlanta is by no means “falling apart” or “crime infested.” My city is one of the fastest growing in the nation, expecting to grow over the next 10 years, the largest military aid package any country has ever received in history. And so the U.S. legacy of support for instead of waiting 50 years for the U.S. to act in history. And so the U.S. legacy of support for the U.S. to act in history.

This kind of ignorance could be understood if the president-elect had never heard of or ever visited Atlanta, but Trump is one of those categories. No, Trump’s comments are nothing more than an attempt to create a false narrative, and fundamental misunderstanding of cities and urban areas.

Trump has made many headlines with his comments about urban areas, many of them critical to the soul and image of a city. He described urban areas heavily populated by African-Americans as urban city “ghosts.” With so many horrible, horrific problems.

Moreover, it is not the case in most cities, where the crime rate is still falling, even despite a slight spike this year. Economic growth is picking up in a large number of U.S. cities, in this case, Atlanta. You have to be on the forefront for instead of waiting 50 years for the U.S. to act in history. And so the U.S. legacy of support for instead of waiting 50 years for the U.S. to act in history.
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**RENT:** Separate entrance with separate bedroom and bath, Utilities, 15 minute walk from USC. Deposit required. $400.00 per month.

**Email:** dannjo23@yahoo.com

**Please call 803.360.1666 or required.**

**PHD • JORGE CHAM HOROSCOPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aries</th>
<th>Leo</th>
<th>Sagittarius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W ork together over the next two d ays.</td>
<td>D on’t believe everything you hear.</td>
<td>Connect with friends over the next two days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F orgive miscommunications; it’s not personal. Ignore rumors and group.</td>
<td>Spark easily, and talk quite a bit. Balance logic with feelings.</td>
<td>Conflict could interrupt a group discussion about money. Support the team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have fun without spending a fortune. Make popcorn and play games. Share emotional support.</td>
<td>Good with money; don’t risk complications. Keep things simple, or potentially unpleasant conversations.</td>
<td>Professional challenges could seem high. Professional development could focus your today and stepping over corns tomorrow.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Travel**

**BHAMNAS SPRING BREAK** $139 for 5-Caps. All include: Round-trip airfare from your city, hotel in the island of your choice for 7 nights, Bottle service: Beachside 800-867-1014

---

**Crossword**

Brought to you by: gbundamagazine.com

**ACROSS**

1. Black vacation
5. TIE’s old buddy
8. Hand mask from rabbits
14. Flower name
15. Step-off with pay
16. Taking the place near
17. Silly sort
19. Polish part where Solidarity was founded
20. Music producer
22. Baking event
25. Formal announcement
30. Play with plastic
30. Of bone
33. At home
34. The Just-beg, e.g.
35. Migration, hatching, hatch
36. Move in the wind
37. Anniversary celebration of the 1776
42. Numbered musical piece
43. Grunting female
44. Buzz on a music score: Able
45. Line of life point to pick
46. Good meal
47. Final bell
49. Cooped Island
53. Paddler’s unique Baker
55. “I feel a wind.”
57. Rainclouding honey bee
58. #10 USA
59. Hexagon model
62. Faint, indistinct, and a hint to the stars of 17r, 25, 37, and 50-Across
64. Series of related emails
65. Lion instrument
66. Curved hanging
67. Fort Bragg hill

---

**Down:**

1. C. (used, a.
2. Not accepted, on
3. Drummed pin
4. Catch
5. In the hub
6. East without proof
7. Plants with thorns
8. Bigger set in a California range
9. Truly
10. Ball cavity
11. Butterflies
12. Photo
13. Range of 17, 25, 37, and 50-Across
27. Rear view of.
28. Forks-up.
29. Gob-look-up
30. Blind score
31. Bares, person, absolutely
35. Or ‘G’ go.

---

**For solutions to today’s puzzle, go to dailygamecock.com or download our app**

---

**HOROSCOPES**

**Aries**

- Work together over the next two days.
- Forgive miscommunications; it’s not personal. Ignore rumors and group. Rely on your partner, and support how you can.

**Leo**

- Don’t believe everything you hear.
- Spark easily, and talk quite a bit. Balance logic with feelings.
- Organize your thoughts coherently. Do the homework today and tomorrow.

**Sagittarius**

- Connect with friends over the next two days.
- Conflict could interrupt a group discussion about money. Support the team.

---

**TRAVEL**

**BHAMNAS SPRING BREAK** $139 for 5-Caps. All include: Round-trip airfare from your city, hotel in the island of your choice for 7 nights. Bottle service: Beachside 800-867-1014

---

**Sudoko**

By The Mephan Group

1/17/17

---

**For solutions to today’s puzzle, go to dailygamecock.com or download our app!**
HOUSING
Room for Rent
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT: Because we are in a temporary home and both Microwave and electric stove broke, it's W.I.F.I. Quiet neighborhood. Utilities included. $450.00 per month. Please call 213-564-6246. email dannyjo23@yahoo.com

EMLOYMENT
Work Study Office Assistants: Are you looking for meaningful work experience related to student success or want to earn some extra cash? Join SC Voc Rehab. Duties: answering with authority, picking up and filling in box, and mail. Open in Hauge & Safety office now and available in our local offices.
Applicants MUST have a work record to be eligible. Contact Cathy Smith @ 808-468-6533 for interviews. EOE www.scor.com

1001 Grove 700 Lincoln street looking across the street from Columbia Center. Do you have skills in Social Media, Facebook and Line cooks. Find full service Restaurant on campus. Accepting applications every 10 minutes straight from the phone. apply@cheesecakefactory.com

TRAVEL
BANANAS SPRING BREAK $131.00 per day. All inclusive. Need to book early; limited space available. Contact us at the island on your choice of ten in the party and $100.00 per day.

PHD • JORGE CHAM
PHD • JORGE CHAM

HOROSCOPES

Crossword
Edited by Wayne Roberts Williams
1/17/17

ACROSS
1 Break vacuum
2 Teel's old sty
5 Herb mask from racking
14 Floor name
15 Subway to pay
16 Taking the place
19 Silly sort
19 Polish part where Solidarity was founded
20 Music producer
21 Dancing event
22 "Tappin' and..." Sisters' Woody Allen
23 Formal
26 Promenades
27 Play with plastic
28 On of these
33 At home
36 The Juste e.g.
38 Migration
39 Move in the wind
40 Anniversary celebration of the JFK
42 Numbered musical piece
43 Groung female
44 Pattern on a music score
Able
45 Little point to pick
46 Bitch
47 Softball meet
48 Cooperated Cellar
50 ted Baker(s)
51 Paddle, painter, Baker or baker
52 Ringer Baker Baker or Baker
53 "Beak or..." Sherlock Holmes
54 Pavement honey clock
58 The USA's 50
59 Helix model
60 Involve, installations, and a hint to the state of 17, 25, 37, and 50-Across
64 Series of related emails
65 Louis instrument
66 Cursed ending
67 Put Big heel

DOWN
1 Briefly, a baby
2 Black and white, no show
3 Zipped
4 Shirt
5 Pay to the tune
6 Doctor's purse-strings
7 Shirt with dashes
8 Or get eaten in a California range
9 Truly
10 Rich country
11 Lighthouse
12 Blood and alcohol
15 Sufferer
16 Not a distance
20 Clock
24 Cover of a Trump
26 Sprayedicycle
27 Makes on the bed
28 Aerobic, for short
29 Exit score
30 Shape of person, a conductor
35 Or the Gigi

branch
block
b一切都
b一切都

For solutions to today's puzzle, go to
dailycamego.com or download our app

Aries
Work together over the next two days. Forgive
miscommunications, it's not personal. Ignore
rumors and group. Rely
on your partner, and support
however you can.

Taurus
There's plenty of work, and lots of disasters to
keep you from it. Don't drop on purpose. Avoid
idle chatter or silly arguments. Quit
productivity ratifies.

Gemini
You can have fun without spending a fortune. Make popcorn
and transmission. Stop
talking, and get into
action.

Leo
Don't believe everything you hear. Misunderstandings
spark easily, and talk
is a cheap, balance
logic with feelings. Organize your thoughts
cohere. Do the homework
tomorrow.

Sagittarius
Connect with friends over the next two
months. Conflict could interrupt a group
discussion. Avoid a potentially unpleasant
discussion about money. Support the team.

Capricorn
Tempers are short, and the pressure to succeed could be
high. Professional challenges
have your focus today and tomorrow. Avoid controversy or stepping
on anyone's toes.

Aquarius
Choose your road over the next two days. Stay or go? It's not a good time to ask
questions. Write your
disinations and share them later.

Pisces
Follow the rules, and avoid provoking jealousies. Handle
bookkeeping tasks over the
next two days, but discuss finances with
your partner later.
Manage the paperwork.
Another productive season could also potentially cement Moore’s status as one of the most accomplished players at his position in the history of the program. Moore would become the 12th player in NCAA history to lead his team in tackles in four seasons if he becomes Carolina’s leading tackler in 2017. He also three interceptions short of the program record. Moore has averaged 3.67 picks per season in his collegiate career. Moore will continue to work in the weight room this offseason now that his injury has healed, and could target a return for the Garnet-Black Spring Game traditionally held in April. The Gamecocks open the 2017 season against NC State at Bank of America Stadium in Charlotte on Sept. 2.

decorated fellowship scholar in South Carolina’s history, she has also made it possible for him to become one of the most devoted supporters of Martin’s program during his time at the university. “He might be our most loyal basketball fan we’ve had since I’ve been here,” Martin said. “I don’t think a game goes by when I don’t see him with out there with us. And we had some lean moments when I first got here.” 

“A few years ago I did notice the student body wasn’t as excited about “A few years ago I did notice the student body wasn’t as excited about

Standing next to him right before the national anthem, and seeing that smile on his face ear-to-ear, I think that’s a moment that hopefully sticks with him for a very long time, and very deservedly so for his great accomplishments.” Fleming, a fourth-year student with a double major in geography and marine science, watched the gamecock go just 5-13 in SEC play during his freshman year. Martin and the Gamecocks will look to preserve their undefeated start in the conference and match that win total when they host Florida on Jan. 18.

Standing next to him right before the national anthem, and seeing that smile on his face ear-to-ear, I think that’s a moment that hopefully sticks with him for a very long time, and very deservedly so for his great accomplishments.”

Fleming, a fourth-year student with a double major in geography and marine science, watched the Gamecocks go just 5-13 in SEC play during his freshman year. Martin and the Gamecocks will look to preserve their undefeated start in the conference and match that win total when they host Florida on Jan. 18.

Martin’s program during his time at the university.

He’s an inspiration,” Martin said. “Standing next to him right before the national anthem, and seeing that smile on his face ear-to-ear, I think that’s a moment that hopefully sticks with him for a very long time, and very deservedly so for his great accomplishments.”

Fleming, a fourth-year student with a double major in geography and marine science, watched the Gamecocks go just 5-13 in SEC play during his freshman year. Martin and the Gamecocks will look to preserve their undefeated start in the conference and match that win total when they host Florida on Jan. 18.
After missing the 2016 season on a herniated disk, South Carolina linebacker Skai Moore will return to the gridiron in 2017. Determined to make the most of that return, Moore recently shared his story with The Gamecock.

Moore redshirted his 2016 season because of the injury, but from 2013 to 2015, he led South Carolina’s defense in tackles every season. In 2015, he recorded 111 tackles, the second-highest record for any Gamecock in the last 57 years. Inserting Moore back into the Gamecocks’ defense figures to make the linebacking corps one of South Carolina’s biggest strengths on the defensive side of the ball, especially when paired with Bryson-Alien Williams. The return of Moore should also help counteract the pending loss of senior Jonathan Walton and TJ Holman.

Moore could still potentially help the Gamecocks in the safety position. Muschamp has expressed interest in employing Moore as a safety due to his versatility and athleticism, which allow him to be effective against both the passing game and against the run. However, a move to safety would now seem less likely as Moore comes off his injury and looks to resume a normal routine. Moore’s decision to return to South Carolina is a definite boon for the Gamecocks, but a personal gamble for him that could have a drastic positive or negative impact on his aspirations as a professional. Before his surgery, Moore was regarded as a potential early-round draft pick in the 2017 NFL draft. A healthy season with production similar to his junior season would allow Moore to raise his stock back up to that level for the 2018 draft, but another major injury could threaten his chances as a professional.

GAME PREVIEW

South Carolina and Florida will enter Wednesday’s matchup with some similarities in their resumes. Both teams are undefeated in non-conference opponents, having already taken on some of the more elite competition from their respective conferences.

South Carolina’s defense has led the way throughout the season, allowing just 59.8 points per game and posting a .455 field goal percentage. On offense, the Gamecocks have scored at a rate of 71.7 points per game, good for 20th in the nation.

Florida, on the other hand, ranks 15th in scoring offense, putting up 76.0 points per game. The Gators have also been stingy on the other side of the ball, allowing just 59.8 points per game and holding opponents to a .429 field goal percentage.

Both teams entered the week ranked in the Top 25 in the nation. South Carolina is No. 14 in the AP Poll and No. 15 in the Coaches Poll, while Florida is No. 12 in both polls.
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GAME INFORMATION

Wednesday, Jan. 18, 6:30 p.m.
Colonial Life Arena

South Carolina head coach Frank Martin has been a fixture in the SEC for nearly two decades, but Moore’s return will give the Gamecocks an even greater advantage against the Gators. Moore’s decision to return to South Carolina is a definite boon for the Gamecocks, but a personal gamble for him that could have a drastic positive or negative impact on his aspirations as a professional.

After missing the 2016 season on a herniated disk, South Carolina linebacker Skai Moore will return to the gridiron in 2017. Determined to make the most of that return, Moore recently shared his story with The Gamecock.

Moore redshirted his 2016 season because of the injury, but from 2013 to 2015, he led South Carolina’s defense in tackles every season. In 2015, he recorded 111 tackles, the second-highest record for any Gamecock in the last 57 years. Inserting Moore back into the Gamecocks’ defense figures to make the linebacking corps one of South Carolina’s biggest strengths on the defensive side of the ball, especially when paired with Bryson-Alien Williams. The return of Moore should also help counteract the pending loss of senior Jonathan Walton and TJ Holman.

Moore could still potentially help the Gamecocks in the safety position. Muschamp has expressed interest in employing Moore as a safety due to his versatility and athleticism, which allow him to be effective against both the passing game and against the run. However, a move to safety would now seem less likely as Moore comes off his injury and looks to resume a normal routine. Moore’s decision to return to South Carolina is a definite boon for the Gamecocks, but a personal gamble for him that could have a drastic positive or negative impact on his aspirations as a professional. Before his surgery, Moore was regarded as a potential early-round draft pick in the 2017 NFL draft. A healthy season with production similar to his junior season would allow Moore to raise his stock back up to that level for the 2018 draft, but another major injury could threaten his chances as a professional.